[The award (to MLL) of a grant by the Office for Naval Research (ONR-N00014-02-1-0168) to partially support this conference and its aftermath is hereby gratefully acknowledged.] The purpose of that conference was to bring together leading researchers working in this field as well as to honor Benoit Mandelbrot on the occasion of the jubilee of his thesis. A more detailed description of the goals and contents of this two-part book is provided in the long general introduction to this volume written by one of us (MLL) and placed just after this preface (in Part 1).
We hope that the mixture of tutorial articles, research expository papers and research original articles found in the two parts of this volume will be useful to the experts and the non-experts alike (including graduate students and postdocs). It should, in particular, demonstrate the vitality and diversity of the field of fractal geometry (taken in a broad sense) and hopefully motivate newcomers to further investigate some of the many open problems and potential research directions proposed throughout the volume. 
